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Your new PRP Double head drain will allow you to utilize both oil and water 
galleries in the back on your Nissan RB20, 25, 26 Cylinder head 

simultaneously, also allowing the option of blocking while not in use, these 

instructions should make use of this product a breeze.  

Tools required: 

*Screwdriver / punch / lever bar 

*Hammer 

*M7 Drill bit 

*M8 x 1.25 Tap 

*4mm,  6mm and 12mm Alley keys 

 

First start by removal of the welsh plugs. 

The smaller one up top is the oil, larger one below is water. 

  
Gallery orientation  Punch out one corner of the welsh plug  and get the plug to twist in 

position to allow you to grab it with some multi grips. 

  
 

Once you can grab a lip, you can use the multis as a lever and pull out your welch plugs. 
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Oversize existing pre drilled hole shown by the 

arrow, Anywhere from 7mm – 7.4mm, and only to 

the depth of the exixting hole, then run a 

intermediate taper M8 x 1.25 tap through it to give 

you a nice assembly thread. 

Some castings may have a rough casting  lip here, just tidy it 

up, noithing major, you just want the head drain to seat 

nicely. 

 

 
Use scotch brite or some fine sand paper to clean 
up the welch plug sealant, your new PRP head 
drain will need to seal its orings in both these 
bores. 

Use some rubber grease, Vaseline, or some sort of lube and 
smear on the o-rings or in the plug holes before fitting the 
head drain into place, then you can check the mounting hole 
for alignment, insert your countersunk bolt provided, use the 
offset spacer if necessary, it will self-centre, then screw in 
your M8 Cap bolt into the hole you tapped out previously. 
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You may now screw in your fittings, you will note there is a Allen key hex on the inside of the fitting, it’s a tight 12mm, or use an 
11/16, these do not need to get done up extremely tight, but tight enough for them to not come undone when you AN Fitting. 
 
The bottom fitting has to be the long one (water galley) this then needs to be plumbed into the top radiator hose, or preferably 
your swirl pot depending how your cooling system is set up. (note its HOT water, the whole idea is to get it out of the back of 
your head) 

 
 

Alternatively use the block off fitting provided and leave 
it till later, the option will be there and ready, the long 
fitting can go in either other location. 
 
You can also just use a -10 cap like the following picture. 
 
You can ask us for an extra fitting and run a double oil 
drain, but its not essential, the choice is yours. 

When it comes to oil plumbing, most people chose to plumb to the 
hot side of the engine, you can either use a 45 degree -10 fitting 
with some braided hose, or some hard line as shown. 
 
This is easy to plumb in to the rear oil gallery drain if it’s a RB26 
block alternatively you can punch a whole through the block 
anywhere, the further back the better, then just tap a ¾ NPT thread 
and screw a tapered type ¾  NPT to -10 fitting, then a 90 deg fitting.  
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